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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Every day, Journalists Inc. scour the Internet to get the most important and interesting news for entrepreneurs. Here's what we found today: Google's tallest new site. This morning Google launched its newest, and perhaps most unlikely, venture to date: Boutiques.com. The site is a place for
designers, celebrities and consumers to explore and buy each other's styles. The site also uses visual search technology to identify, in algorithms, what actually looks good together on you; useful, really, if not a little creepy. The technology was created by Like.com, which Google acquired last year (a company that developed Covet.com and Couturious.com
before the acquisition). The New York Times reported on the story and noted that you can shop in the style of, say, actresses Carey Mulligan or Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen - among the celebrities who signed up for the launch, or you can build your own boutique and amass followers who can comment on your taste. Where in the world ...? Looking for an
international home for your company? Well, there's Peru, the country with the largest share of female business owners. Or Israel, where venture funding is best. But all things are considered, a recent survey ranks Denmark above both of these new business powerhouses. But be sure to stay away from the Netherlands (the country that costs the most to start
a business) and Suriname (where it takes an average of 694 days to clear state registration for business). These statistics come from a recent SBA poll printed in The Wall Street Journal. The survey revealed some glaring differences between starting a business in the United States and starting a business abroad. In zimbabwe, according to the article,
entrepreneurs will have to fork out about 500 percent of the average per capita income in the country in government fees. It kind of makes you want to count your blessings. Long live the IPO. With the news that travel search site Kayak has just filed an application for S-1 to offer an initial public offering, Inc. senior writer Max Chafkin writes that the IPO may
not be as dead as people think. And Kayak hopes to raise $50 million, the statement said. How the National Day of Entrepreneurs was born. With President Obama issuing a proclamation on Monday officially announcing November 19th National Entrepreneurs Day, you can take a quick moment to say thank you to the entrepreneurs who made it possible. As
longtime Inc. member Donna Fenn explains in BNET, the idea of Entrepreneur's Day was largely the work of David Hauser and Siamak Tagaddos of the grasshopper Group, a virtual telephone company. Couple launch Twitter petition to persuade President Obama to create a day of recognition of value ended up landing support for such big names as Matt
Mullenweg and Jason Freed. Owners: Finishing out an article for a list of some of the ways you can celebrate your newly-created special day. Close Close The CEO of the company is zillow.com. In an interview with The Washington, D.C., real estate blog UrbanTurf, Spencer Rascoff, CEO of the online real estate database and market sillow, opens up about
the role mobile technology plays in real estate transformation, as well as the algorithm behind sestimate, his company's tool that estimates the current value of millions of homes across the country. Rascoff says that on weekends, 20 percent of the total traffic of zillow comes from his mobile app. What this means for the industry is that it's more important than
ever to respond quickly to consumers, he says. Buffett's crisis reaction. Isn't it refreshing to see Warren Buffett wrote a New York Times op-ed yesterday praising Uncle Sam for working a bit of magic and rescuing the impossible to outsy the U.S. housing market through the banking system? It sounded quite genuine: Well, Uncle Sam, you've come forward.
People will second guess your specific decisions; You can always count on it. But just as there is a fog of war, there is a fog of panic - and, overall, your actions have been remarkably effective. Collective... it won't last long. After Buffett, CEO of the diversified holding company Berkshire Hathaway, expressed his gratitude, the reaction bubbled almost
immediately. MarketWatch, for example, wrote that op-ed misses the sign (headline: thank you for nothing). The dismissals incite violence in India. A crowd of 400 workers allegedly used iron bars and other factory equipment to beat the head of a car company to death over the weekend, the Indian Express reports. Yesterday Business Insider picked up a
story in which workers were reportedly attacked and harassed by human resources and those on the board to protest the layoffs of their former employees. Execs, however, were armed with weapons to defend themselves, which they then fired into the air as soon as the attack began. This angered workers, who then went on a rampage, manhandling
officers, a senior police officer said. Police have arrested ten so far, but largely sided with the workers, saying the shots were the reason officers, already driving with anger, turned violent. Regulation is the top issue on the CEO's board. The Obama administration's overture to the business community was greeted by a cool reception yesterday at the Wall
Street Journal CEO's Board of Directors in Washington. Administration officials, still smarting from the midterm elections, have been grilled by 100 corporate leaders on issues ranging from business tax rates to new environmental regulations, the Journal reports. The main of their problems: the regulatory agenda of the administration. If I were Congress and
president, very seriously, what would I do, I would say: ... I'm going to take next year and we're just going to consider them all and any of them that don't support jobs will be changed Cancelled, said Arch Coal CEO Stephen Leer.Get it delivered to your inbox. So, I just got a bunch of staples for my electric electric gun and want something staple. I also want
to do something for Emily. She'd love that. Must attach everything to everything! Khaliela asks a very legitimate question in her post it is normal for a woman to harass a man. For such a good request, I'm surprised that she only got a few answers. I hope my good readers can only enlighten it a little bit, either here or more on the link above. I can't speak for
all of you, but I can certainly speak for myself. The answer is yes, and the answer is no. Confusing? That's the way it should be. Our society encourages women to be self-sufficient. Get a job, an education and a home! You don't need a man to do that! And yet, as far as children are concerned, our culture overwhelmingly approves of marriage. Morph from a
whore to Madonna! Stay home while your husband goes to work! But don't be a leech - earn some money yourself! Put the child in kindergarten, but feel guilty about it as a good mother. Oh, wait, that's a little contradictory, too. The older I brag, the more I realize that this is no longer about what society thinks, because much of what our culture spews is not
based on thinking at all. Some are from blindly following leaders and industry who want to make decisions for us. I finally comes to the conclusion that the world most comes not in the field of black and white, but in the gray middle. All the best traditions start out as gray anyway, so why not just take it? As much as I would like my I to be dotted and t neatly
crossed into a crisp lined book, my notes are likely to be scrawled with pencil on the back of a napkin while driving to my son's last-minute hippie charter school. Like my driving, life is too bumpy for neat lines. It's the same with women chasing men. As much as it would be perfect otherwise, it hasn't fully embraced the practice yet. To this day, my best friend
and I are joking about a guy named Clay. Not one to misinterpret the signs, I knew he and I had the instant chemistry of the moment we met at a party. We talked for two hours, laughed, even went outside to smoke a cigarette. (No, Mum, I don't do that much. I got his number. He got mine. When he didn't call, I called him a few days later. I've never heard
back. Not a word. Fifteen years from now, I'm still joking with T: You know, Clay's going to call me. He's just busy. And, reminicient meg Ryan's line to Carrie Fisher's character when Harry met Sally, when Fisher asks if her married boyfriend will leave his wife for her, Tee responds with derisive sincerity: Of course he will. If Haliela keeps sticking her neck out
and keeping that fighting spirit, will she meet a great guy, even if she's chasing him first? My answer? Of course she will. What do you think? This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Hey New Mom!
Yes, you, right here. Congratulations on your Arrival! Birth is a beautiful thing. In fact, it probably wasn't what you expected. It never goes as planned, it hurts more than you thought and it's dirtier than you expected. It will make a good story later, but now you need to recover what seems impossible with a newborn right? You'll get through this, I promise. Your
child needs you. All the time. Right after you change it, feed him and snuggle up to him to sleep. You're going to wash your face or dishes or counters and then it's going to start again. In fact, sometimes you can't get to put it at all. That's enough. It makes you feel anxious that nothing is being done. It makes you wonder where your day went. Suddenly it's
night and you don't shower and you don't eat and people will call and ask how things are going and you don't even know how to respond. But here's the secret, Mom, it goes away. Soon the day is when he will sleep more. You can put it down. You're going to get to these dishes. And the laundry. I promise. You're doing the right thing. This anxiety causes you
to call your doctor at 3 a.m. Normal. 5 different types of wipes you tried before finding the right one, which does not cause diaper rash. Normal. Shampoo switches, pajamas change, formula choice .... I am fine. You will be catching the groove soon. You have to figure it out, and it's like. Test and error. It's not what you're in the picture. You're making it easier.
It will be soon. I promise. Leaving it for the first time, no matter how short or long- it will be difficult. You will wonder if she will be alive when you get home for the first time you leave for a short period of time. She will. Next time you wonder if she'll be fed. She will. And then you'll wonder if she'll be happy. She'll be like that, too. You did your best to surround
her with the nicest people who care about her. They'll love her, too, so she'll be okay. You'll be fine. I promise. And now you wonder if you'll ever sleep again. You think you can't survive this horrible feeling of fatigue all the time. Being in such a haze that you leave on the stove, curling tongs, lights when you finally fall asleep. You wonder if your child will ever
find out days and nights, and if you can ever go back to work or in the real world without being in a haze. You will. It's getting easier. They all understand it eventually. You will do everything for it and this includes not sleeping at this first stage. But he'll get there. I promise. New mom, it's hard. You are amazed by the women who were before you, who have
already done so and survived. They survived births, sleepless nights, and now they may even have had more children. You think you'll never be able to do it again. You think maybe you'll never want to. And maybe you won't. But MAYBE you will, and come the time, you'll easily go through everything again because it's all worth it in the end. Teh Teh a child's
smile. Giggle. First word, first steps. Write it down, videotape it, take a picture. It goes so fast and while you're there you think you'll never forget those moments, but you do because there are more. Endless firsts and memories. Every eclipse is next until you have a whole cache of beautiful moments lodged away in your mind. Enjoy it. And when you can't
enjoy it, let it go. There is no need to hold on to difficult moments. Moments that you want to forget because they test your strength, patience and will ... these are the things that will help you grow. Where you pave the way for the woman you become. Welcome New Mama to this wonderful club. You'll be fine. I promise. More on www.the-othermom.com
video: This post comes from today's community parenting team, where all members can post and discuss parenting decisions. Find out more and join us! Because we're all in this together. Together. hey mom it fits clothing
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